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Chapter 2329

“Moreover, how long has passed since it has actually begun to counterattack.”

“Very well, worthy of being the son of my eldest brother, and worthy of the Chu family’s
blood.”

Chu Zhengliang sneered, as he spoke, It is a strong chill and murder.

“Father, since you have determined that the stinky boy is still alive, please dispatch
some powerful family members to me. Tomorrow I will take someone into Vietnam
secretly, sneak into Noirfork, and kill the country boy on the spot, and remove it forever.
Future troubles!” For Mark, Chu Qitian was undoubtedly hated.

Not only because of Markchu’s parental status, but also because of Mark’s terrifying
growth rate.

For opponents like this, naturally the sooner they are removed, the better.

Otherwise, Chu Qitian was afraid that he would have trouble sleeping and eating.

However, in response to his son’s request, Chu Zhengliang waved his hand: “To deal
with this abandoned son, let him go for the time being.”

“I just got news from Chumen. In a few days, Dollar in the Antarctic Land The spirit fruit
will mature.”

“Now the martial arts of all countries are looking at this elementary spirit fruit.”

“The Chu Sect has already put the matter of snatching the elementary spirit fruit to the
highest position.”

“A few more days, wait. When the sect master returns, he will hold a meeting of elders to
determine who will go to the Antarctic.”

“So, this stall, to solve the matter of abandoning the child, let it go first.”

“When this matter is over, I will not hesitate to be the father. The price is to besieged and
killed the abandoned son.”



“There can be only one descendant of the Chu family, and only one can live.”

“And that person can only be my son!” Chu Zhengliang said in a deep voice. In the deep
eyes, there was an inexplicable sharp gleam.

Chu Qitian nodded, and a wanton smile appeared on the corner of his mouth.

“Well, let that mean country boy live a few more days.”

“But father, my teacher hasn’t come back yet?” “I haven’t seen the teacher for more than
half a year.”

“Will something happen? Huh?” Chu Qitian asked with some worry.

The teacher in his mouth is naturally the master of Chumen, the world’s number one
martial arts power, Tang Yun!

“Something happened?” Chu Zhengliang shook his head and smiled, “It seems that you
still don’t know the majesty of the sect master. Fortunately, you are still the disciple of
the sect master.”

Chapter 2330

“You know the ranking list, right?” “The most authoritative expert recognized by the
martial arts world. Leaderboard.”

“Your teacher, at the top, ranked first.”

“The top ranking, the strongest in the world, do you think, in this world, who else can
make your teacher happen?” Chu Zhengliang smiled softly.

In this world, there are not many women that Chu Zhengliang admires, and there are
even fewer women that he respects and respects.

But Tang Yun, the master of Trumen, is definitely one of them!

Chu Zhengliang has always regarded Tang Yun as a model and idol he has pursued
throughout his life.

He even allowed his descendants to regard it as faith and respect learning.

“Yes.”

“Master is number one in the ranking list. I have thought about what could happen.”

Chu Qitian also laughed at himself, and then went back to rest.



The study here is silent again.

One night passed quickly.

The next day, Long Baichuan and their special plane arrived at Edensberg International
Airport.

According to Mark’s instructions, after the mission is completed, the two of them can go
back separately.

Before leaving, Long Baichuan worshipped the black-clothed man in front of him and
respectfully said: “It is an honor for me Long Baichuan to be able to perform tasks with
Lord Dragon God.”

Which dragon god are you?”
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